
INDENT FOR QUARTERLY INSPECTION REPORT OF DAMS
MASONRY

1 Upstream and downstream faces
1.a Examine the monolith and construction joints for such defects

as cracks, open joints, spalling, seepage, leaching, etc, and
indicate the findings

1.b Is the upstream face of the dam in good condition?  If not,
indicate the nature and extent of deficiency

1.c Is any spalling or cracking observed on the Down stream face,
especially near the zone of concentration of stresses or
location of abrupt change in geometry, or at the openings?  If
so, indicate the details of observations.

c.1   Is there excessive seepage/sweating at any location on the
downstream face of the dam

c.2 Whether the observations are analyzed and compared with the
theoretical assumptions made in the design?

d Examine the roadway/top of the dam for offsets, opening of
construction joints, condition of parapet wall, drainage, lighting
etc.

2 Drainage gallery
2.a  General
a.1 Is the drainage gallery easily accessible and does it have

adequate lighting facilities with sufficient stand by units of
lighting?  If not, indicate the deficiencies

a.2   Are proper arrangements made for the measurement of
seepage into the gallery? Is the seepage from                               
                         Porous pipes                                                   
Foundation drains                                                   Monolith joints 
                                                                 Other seepage locations 
measured separately

a.3   Are the above arrangements satisfactory?
2.b Seepages from foundation
b.1 If there has been a substancial reduction in the seepage

through the foundation, is it due to chocking of the drain
holes?
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b.2  Are all the foundation holes periodically cleaned?  Indicate the
last date of such cleaning and extent of variation observed in
the seepage discharge before and after the cleaning

b.3   Are measurements of uplift pressure taken regularly?  What
was the uplift  at highest reservoir level during last season?  Is
observed uplift within design limits?

b.4 Are the seepage water and the deposit, if any, from the seepage
being regularly examined for chemical composition?  If so,
indicate the results and the probable source of dissolved salts,
if any

b.5  Are any seepage water springs observed in the downstream
area anywhere?  If so, indicate the locations and state the
physical nature of this seepage.  Look out for such seepage
spots, particularly near the dykes fault zone, etc.  Ascertain if
chemical tests are made of water samples from such springs
for dissolved salts

c Seepages from body wall (dam and spillway)
c.1 What is the total seepage in to gallery from the porous pipes in

the dam at lake full condition? How does it compare with the
seepage (for the corresponding water level) when the reservoir
was first filled?

c.2  If there has been a substantial reduction in this seepage,
ascertain and indicate the probable reasons therefore

c.3 Is  a statement showing the surface area of the dam (water side
calculated block-wise for each metre of rise of water level
available 

c.4 What was the total seepage per square metre of upstream face
submerged during inspection?

c.5  Is there any excessive seepage from anybody drain or any
other locations in the gallery?

c.6 What steps are being taken for regular periodical cleaning of
the porous pipes?
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c.7  Has there been a tendency for gradual reduction of drainage
through pipes and progressive appearance of sweating on the
downstream face of the dam?

c.8 Has there been considerable leaching from the seepage water
and deposition of lime near the seepage exist spots?

c.9 Are the sample of the seepage water and the reservoir water
being regularly tested for reactive and corrosive properties?
 Has the total leaching been estimated?

c.10  Is the seepage on the downstream face of the dam measured?
What was the seepage on the date of inspection? What was the
maximum seepage during the past one year ?

3 structural performance
3.a Are there any signs of structural distress noticed in the dam,

spillway and foundations in the form of: 
a.1 Excessive deflection
a.2 Tendency of gradual sliding
a.3   Cracking and upheaval of settlement in any part  of the body

wall or foundations
a.4   Excessive uplift
a.5  Excessive seepage and leaching through the body of the dam

and the foundation
a.6  Conspicious weathering of materials or components in any

portion of the body wall or the foundations
4 Spill way gates (Spill way gates and other gates wherever applicable )

4.a Are the following documents available at site?
a.1  A complete set of detailed design calculations together with

the drawing of  gates, gate grooves embeded parts, hoisting
machanism and controls, etc.

a.2 Designers operating criteria and /or detailed operating
instructions for the various types of gates installed in the
dam(operation & Maintenance Manual)

a.3   Maintenance schedules specifying each operation its
frequency and for due and done dates
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a.4  Operating instrumentation with Do's and don'ts for all
operational units.

4.b Is the condition of the steel surfaces and the surface paint
deteriorated?

4.c Are any connecting bolts of rubber seals loosened or
damaged?  If so, indicate the details of defects

4.d What is the general condition of rubber seals ?  Do any of the
rubber seals show signs of weathering, hardening, cracking or
tearing and damage?

4.e Are the rubber seals of side and bottom touching uniformly all
along the sealing surface?

4.f Do the rollers (wherever applicable) touch the track plates
uniformly?  Are the rollers well lubricated?

4.g Are the electrical motors, gear systems, limit switches, brakes,
bush bearing, etc, of hoist mechanism well lubricated?

4.h Is the operation of the above, smooth and satisfactory?  If not,
list out individual results and observations

4.i Are the embeded parts of spillway gates, emergency gates and
stop logs in sound condition and free from corrosion, uneven
wear cracking chipping and dents?  If not, state the nature of
defects or deficiencies and observations, if any , regarding
such defects

4.j Check the following for structural soundness of all members
and welded bolts and riveted connections, uneven wear,
uneven bearing, cracking, chipping and dents and indicate the
findings.

j.1 Gate leaf and stiffeners
j.2  End arms
j.3   Trunnion girders
j.4 Stop logs
j.5  Lifting beams
j.6  Gantry cranes
j.7   Tracks
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j.8 Bridge structures
4.k Are the trunnion bearings of radial gates properly lubricated?
4.l Is there any damage or weathering caused to the seal plates?  If

so, indicate the nature of damage notices
4.m Is the full length of wire rope of the hoists in sound condition

and free from broken strands?
4.n Is the electrical wiring in sound condition?
4.o Is the alternative power system for gate operation working

properly?  Give details of generating sets and standby units
and the time required to operate all gates on the alternative
power system, on the basis of actual trial operation.  Check for
diesel stock for operation of generator, battery charger
available.  Whether any Battery available in spare?  If so is it in
working condition?  

4.p Is the operation , which is standby in case of electrical hoists,
tried and found satisfactory?  Please take test trial and
ascertain

4.q Are  all the nuts of connecting bolts and anchorages properly
tightened?  In case of trunnion girder anchorages tightening
torque which is generally specified should be adhered to. 
(Note:  After inspection of the various items, it is necessary to
draw up a list of actions needed to be taken and pursue matters
with the concerned agency.)

4.r Are the hydraulic hoists working satisfactorilly?
4.s Are the trunnion hub and the brackets well maintained?
4.t Are t he trunnions likely to get submerged during actual

working of the spillway?  If so, ascertain the causes for the
same and specify.  Please enquire for occurance of such
events, if any.

4.u Are any of the mechanical or structural components and
fastening or seals subjected to excessive wear?  If so, please
give details.  Is there any tendency for recurring damage to any
particular components?  If so, please give details.
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4.v Is sufficient stock of spare which need frequent replacement
maintained at the site?

4.w Is the staff posted at the site, maintenance and operation of
gates, hoists, equipments and electrical installation well
experience, fully trained and conversant with the job
requirements and responsibilities?

4.x What is the exercising frequency?  When the gates were last
exercised?

4.y Performance during inspection
4.z Change over switches for main power supply to generator

supply are provided- List details
5 Spillway bridges , hoists bridges catwalks, and other bridges where applicable

5.a Are the deckening, girders and structural supports of spillway
bridge, hoist bridge and catwalks structurally sound?

5.b Is the floor of the bridge structurally sound and safe?
5.c Is there a satisfactory arrangement to prevent unauthorized

entry into the control structures and bridges?
5.d Are the structural members and joints sound and free from

corrosion?
5.e When were the steel components painted last?
5.f Is the surface of steel work and paint satisfactory?
5.g Is the parapet or railing over the bridges sound and safe?
5.h Are all the bearings, bearing pads and pier caps structurally

sound?
5.i Are all the track plates for gantry cranes laid over such bridges

structurally sound and intact?
6 Energy Dissipation arrangements

6.a Can the tail pond be drained easily for inspection of the stilling
basin?  If not , what are the short comings? Please ascertain
and indicate the last event of inspection of stilling basin.
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6.b From the exmination of the levels and contour plans and
reference marks in tail channel, ascertain if there is progressive
erosion and retrogression in the tail channel.  Indicate the
extent and location of such erosion with reference to the
various components of dam's spillway outlet, powerhouse, etc.

6.c Is the concrete surface of the stilling basin and apron in good
condition?  Are there any indication of pitting cracking, spalling
or wearing of the surface of bedding concrete?  If so, please
give details of the nature and extent of the damage.

6.d Is there any indication of abrasion and cavitation
damage(pitting of concrete) , especially at friction block, chute
blocks the surface near the lower tangent points and the end
sill?  If so, please give the details of nature and extent of the
damage.

6.e Is the under-drainage of the stilling basin satisfatory?  Are all
the open drain holes clear and functioning well?

7 Walls(Guide walls/divide walls, junction walls/return walls/spray wall, etc. (strike out whichever is not applicable))
7.a Are all the locations of such wall accessible for inspection,

maintenance and repairs?
7.b Is the drainage of back sides of the walls(wherever applicable)

from the weep holes satisfactory?  If not indicate the nature of
deficiencies.

7.c Is there any tendency for the water to undercut the ends of the
walls?  If so, please give details of nature and extent of
damages.

7.d Is there any foundation erosion or scour noticed in the vicinity
of such walls?  If so, give the details of nature and extent of
such damage.

7.e Is there any surface erosion/damage caused to face or body of
such walls?

7.f Do any of the walls show symptoms of unequal settlement
development of cracks and tilting?  If so, give details of the
defects noticed.
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7.g Is there any damage to guide bunds?  If so , Give details of the
damage.

8 End Weir
8.a   Is it accessible?
8.b Is there any erosion pitting or spalling of the concrete or

masonry surface?  If so, give details.
8.c   Is there any scour noticed on the immediate downstream of

such weir?  If so, give details of location and extent of such
damage.

9 Hydraulic performance of energy dissipation arrangements
9.a Do the flow conditions in the stilling basin have a tendency to

draw rocky material into the bucket and cause its churning and
abrasion damages to the surface of buckets, baffle blocks,
apron and end sill?

9.b Is the hydraulic performance in proper agreement with the
results of model studies?  Ascertain the performance from
observed tail water rating curves and deficient observation, if
any, such as weep outs and excessive erosion under plunge
pools and location of secondary rollers and retrogression.

10 Instruments installed and observations
10.a Are all the instruments installed properly accessible?  Are all

the locations properly lighted, ventilated and adequately
protected from possibilities of damage?

10.b Are all the instruments in proper working order?  Ascertain the
cases of instruments going out of order and indicate?

10.c Are all the registers of observations posted up to date?  Please
take test observations and initial the registers.

10.d Are all the plottings of the instruments data completed up to
date?

10.e Are sufficient stocks of spares, gauges, master gauges,
stationery items, etc, maintained at the site for uninterrupted
data collection?

11 Outlet
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11.a Is the air vent periodically cleaned?
11.b Are there any structural damage to the intake wells such as

leakage noticed through walls?
11.c Is there any leakage observed through the conduit, concrete or

masonry?  If so, give details of its location and extent.
11.d Is there any damage noticed to the conduit concrete, breast

wall and gate slots?
11.e Is the bypass valve (wherever provided) operating

satisfactorily?
11.f Take operating trials of the following as provided and record

the observations and defects noticed, if any
f.1 i)Service-gate
f.2 ii)Emergency-gate/s
f.3 iii)stop-log-gate/s
f.4 iv)Sluice-valves

11.g Are the trash racks(Wherever provided cleaned before
monsoon?

11.h Are there vibration and noise noticed in operation of outlets
gates at any time?  If so, are any periodical observations taken
to ascertain their severity?

11.i Is the energy dissipation arrangements working satisfactorily
for all discharges?

11.j Is there any structural damage to the energy dissipation
structures?  If so, give the details of nature and extent of the
damage.

11.k Is the conduit structurally sound and reasonably leak proof?  If
not, give details of nature and extent of the effects.  Is it
possible to examine the conduit from inside?

11.l Is there any seepage noticed around the conduit as ascertained
from the observations of the downstream conditions?  If so, is
it likely to cause (in case of earth dams) erosion and piping?

12 Outlet gates
12.a Is the surface of gates and the paint deteriorated?
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12.b Are the connecting bolts of rubber seals loosened or damaged?
12.c Do the rubber seals show signs of weathering&damage and

need replacement?
12.d Are the rubber seals of side and bottom touching the bearing

surface uniformly?
12.e Do all the rollers touch the track plates?
12.f Are the rollers well lubricated?
12.g Is the operation of outlets gates smooth?
12.h Are the stem rods for lifting the gates straight?
12.i Are the actual operation of lifting and lowering of the gates and

hoist mechanisms smooth and satisfactory?
12.j Are all the gears and hoist mechanisms well lubricated?
12.k Is the storing arrangements for emergency gate leaves and the

stop logs in satisfactory condition?
12.l Are the seal plates in sound condition?  If not, ascertain the

type of damage and indicate.
12.
m

Is the full length of wire rope(wherever applicable) of the hoists
in servicable condition and free from any broken stands?

12.n Are all the nuts of connecting bolts and anchorage properly
tightened?

12.o Are all the lifting beams in proper order and sound condition? If
not, ascertain the nature and extend of damage  and indicate. 

12.p Do any of the mechanical or structural parts of the gates,
fasteners or hoist show signs of excessive wear?  If so, please
give details.

12.q Is there any tendency for recurring damage to any particular
component or components?  If so, give details.

12.r Is sufficient stock of spare which needs frequent replacement
maintained at the site?

12.s Whether hand cracks are kept under lock and key and not
attached on hoist mechanism when operated by electrical
energy?
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12.t Whether warning sign indicating Danger , do not switch on is
hung during maintenance?

12.u Whether the operating crane is in A condition and the operators
are instructed to lift the emergency gates/ stop logs in a vertical
direction so that allowable carrying capacity is not exceeded?

12.v Whether there is a standby  power supply?
12.
w

The alternative sources of power

w.1   Is the generator in the working condition
w.2   Frequency of exercise
w.3   Is it developing full voltage
w.4   Is the wiring intact and is the changeover switch in working

condition?
w.5   Are the spares available at site?
13 River outlet/river sluice& gates

13.a Is the overall condition of river outlet works/river sluices 
satisfactory?

13.b Is the operation of the gate satisfactory as ascertained by
taking an operating trial?  If not, indicate the defects noticed.

13.c Are the trash rack (wherever provided) cleaned before
monsoon?

13.d Is there excessive silting on the upstream of the sluice?
13.e When the gates were last opened for desilting, etc?
13.f Please  indicate the approximate quantity of the leakage

through the conduit surface?
13.g Is there any seepage or leakage through the conduit surface
13.h Is there any damage to the upstream and downstream

conveyance structures of the conduit?
13.i Is the condition of energy dissipation arrangement

satisfactory?  If not, indicate nature and extent of damage.
13.j Is there any retrogression noticed in the downstream channel? 

If so, give details of nature and extent of damages.
14 Power outlet
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14.a Is the overall condition of power outlet satisfactory?
14.b Is the operation of gates smooth and satisfactory as

ascertained by taking operating trials?  If not , indicate the
nature of the defects noticed.

14.c Are the trash racks cleaned before monsoon?
14.d Is there excessive silting in the approach channel on the

upstream of power outlet?
14.e Is there any seepage through the conduit surfaces?
14.f Is there any cavitation damage to the inside of the conduit and

penstock of the HRT and pressure shafts?
14.g Are all the valves functioning properly?
14.h Are there any vibrations induced into the dam and appurtenant

works while the outlet is opened or the mechines are running?
15 Emergency preparedness

15.a Are the project officers well conversant with the Emergency
Action Plan , reporting procedures, warning procedures?

15.b When was the Emergency Action Plan last reviewed?
15.c Are the communication directories updated?
15.d Are the concerned authorities informed about the system of

emergency reporting procedures and warning?
15.e Are the inundation maps updated?
15.f Are available safety spots on the downstream of the dam

identified and made known to the concerned authorities?
15.g Is the communication system working satisfactorily?
15.h Are adequate warning devices and facilities provided at the

dam?
15.i Is the downstream warning system operational?
15.j Are proper arrangements made for security of the dam and

preventing cases of unauthorized trespass, vandalism and
sabotage to the dam works?

15.k Is downstream warning system operatable on alternative power
supply?

16 Access roads
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16.a Is there a properly constructed and well maintained all-weather
access road to the dam site?

16.b What is the type of pavement of the access road and its
condition?

16.c Are there properly constructed and well maintained access
roads arrangements to the following components for
inspection, maintenance and repairs?

c.1  Top of dam
c.2 Spillway
c.3 Gate and hoisting arrangement
c.4 Drainage gallery
c.5 Bridge structure
c.6 Downstream stilling basin
c.7 Junction and abutments
c.8  Outlet control tower
c.9 Outlet gates

c.10 Toe of earth dam downstream drainage arrangements and
beams

c.11  All saddle dams
16.d What is the general condition of all the structures on various

access roads?  Are all the structures on the access roads
adequately safe, for allowing passage of plant machinery for
emergent repairs?

17 Communication facilities
17.a Are following facilities available at dam site?
a.1 Wireless
a.2 Telephone
a.3 Telegraph
18 General assessment of condition of the dam
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